
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 Scientific America, 1869 

Reported on the test flight of Mr. Frederick 
Mariott’s “AVITOR” Air Ship at Shell Mound 
Lake, California.  

“So much success of the flight excited 
enthusiasm among the stockholders, and to 
make them think that the great problem of 
aerial navigation had been solved. We are 
assured that the first packet of a regular line 
of aerial steamships will start from 
California for New York within a very few 
weeks. 
We should be glad if there were any 
reasonable basis for this expectation, but we 
find none whatever. The same forms of bal-
loons and machinery have been tried, always 
with apparent success on a small scale in 
still air; always with failure when subjected 
to atmospheric currents. Experience shows 
that the attachment of wings, tails, and 
wheels to the balloons, tend more to impede 
then to assist their progress. 
Aerial navigation will never be replaced to a 
regular commercial system until someone  

 
shows us how to dispense with the unwieldy 
gas balloon, and replace it with an effective 
method of generating the requisite power. 
Great fame and princely fortune await the 
successful discoverer.” 
   ST. PAUL MINNESOTA, 1863 

Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin traveled to the 
United States in 1863. Zeppelin received a pass 
signed by President Abraham Lincolin which 
enabled him to travel with the northern armies. 
Zeppelin then traveled to St. Paul and checked 
into the the International Hotel. 
Professor John Steiner, a Civil War Balloon 
Aeronaut, was already in St. Paul and advertised 
for his balloon rides from a lot across the street 
from the International Hotel.  
Zeppelin wanted to add the adventure of a 

balloon ride to his visit 
to America and Steiner 
sent him up on a solo 
flight tethered on a 
seven hundred foot 
rope.      
Count Zeppelin’s memoirs 
provide his memory of that 
flight. “While I was above 
St. Paul I had my first idea 
of aerial navigation 
strongly impressed on me 
and it was there that my 
Zeppelin’s came to me.” 
Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin, 
founder of Zeppelin Airship 
company. A patent was issued in 
August of  1895 for an airship   

                                                         described as an “airship-train”. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                            
 


